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Dry and style your hair easily from root to tip
SalonDry 'n Straight

Want a straight shiny finish to your blow dry? The SalonDry ‘n’ Straight features 1800W of ionic drying power plus

a floating comb to help you finish your straight style perfectly all over.

Easy to use

Easy to use with one hand

Straightening comb catches and guides the hair easily

Tourmaline and flock guiding for extra shine

Removable airinlet filter

Long lasting styles

Cool shot sets your styles

Slim concentrator for focused airflow

Beautifully styled hair

Floating comb allows you to straighten from root to tip

Tourmaline Ionic airflow ensures frizz-free, shiny styles

Time saving

1800W for beautiful results



Hairdryer HP4867/39

Highlights Specifications

Floating comb

The floating comb follows the curves of your

scalp and allows you to straighten your hair

from root to tip.

Tourmaline Ionic airflow

The Ionic airflow combined with the properties

of Tourmaline, gives you a frizz-free, shiny

style.

Straightening comb

Straightening comb catches and guides the

hair easily for perfect straight results.

 

Technical specifications

Voltage: 110-127 & 220-240 V

Power: 1800 W

Material housing styler: various

Cord length: 1,8 m

Pallet

Number of layers: 6

Number of A-boxes per layer: 6

Quantity: 1200x800

Weight and dimensions

F-box dimensions: 270x95x305 mm

Weight of net product incl. attachements:

600 g

F-box weight (including product): 745 g

A-box dimensions: 556x308x324 mm

Number of F-boxes in A-box: 6

A-box weight: 6420 g

Serviceability

Replacement

Logistic data

12NC code: 88448670001

EAN F-box: See Pacdoc for your country

EAN A-box: See Pacdoc for your country

Country of origin: PRC
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